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Competing, perhaps. almost conflicting, influences helped to motivate
much. of Daniel O'Connell's public life. Together these probably helped to
provide a foundation for the originality and strength of much of what he
achieved. To outsiders he generally portrayed the authority to which he
was so clearly entitled by his international scholarly reputation. More
privately he generally showed traits of humility and self-doubt. Frequently
these seemed to act as a stimulus for him and a means of breaking new
ground in scholarly and other activities.

He was a devoted Catholic by upbringing and in his lifelong faith. He
savoured pomp, circumstance and the traditions which went with these.
But paradoxically h.e was also a man in the more austere tradition of Calvin
and the Protestant Reformation. His working life epitomised the fulfilment
of the protestant work ethic. He had a characteristically Calvinistic capacity
for rarely ceasing hard work. This remained with him until his death. And
this despite more than one major illness which would have slowed down
lesser men.

Daniel O'Connell ranged widely and purposively in his scholarly activities.
He was best known and acclaimed for his research and writing in tradition
ally oriented International Law. This was the main foundation of his
international reputation. But he always retained a close interest in
Constitutional Law. Not surprisingly in this area, too, he showed a penchant
for historical influences and traditional solutions. As generations of
students found in Jurisprudence classes he also had an abiding and lively
interest in the history of legal philosophy. As well h.e moved into the arena
of historical writing with a biographical study of Richelieu.

At the same time· he became increasingly involved in a direct way in the
practical working of the law. His advice was sought by governments and
others, mostly on matters, relating to International Law. His busy schedule
came to include visits to many parts of the world to engage in consultations.
He was known and much. respected for his legal acumen in places as far
apart as Queensland and Newfoundland, the islands of the Caribbean and
Mauritius. He was especially proud that his standing as a practical exponent
of the law he had taught academically for so many years led to his appoint
ment as a Queen's Counsel at the English Bar.

In his adult life part of Daniel O'Connell was never far from Europe.
He revelled in discussion of the richness of the baroque, its literature,
architecture and music. His almost lifelong interest in military and naval
history enabled him to discuss in great detail the campaigns of Marlborough,
the tactics at Trafalgar and the consequences of the carnage on the Somme.
Once he spent many of his limited leisure hours building, with meticulous
care, a model of a seventeenth century English ship of war. His model was
based on cop1ies of original plans he had obtained from London.

Intriguingly, however, with all this he was also an antipodean by
upbringing and choice, even after he left the University of Adelaide to
take up the prestigious Chichele Professorship of International Law at
Oxford. He planned to return to Adelaide on retirement. He continued
to visit here and work in the Law School library which he had nurtured
in th,e 1950's and 1960's. He retained antipodean instincts and attitudes, not
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least his love of hot summers on the beaches of Adelaide and Auckland.
He was proud, too, of the contributions of antipodean scholars and
achievements like his own which showed that the older centres of learning
had no monopoly on knowledge, whatever their pretensions might be.

Politically speaking many probably regarded Daniel O'Connell as a High
Tory. For some he see·med to move even closer to an attachment to
monarchic forms and aristocratic traditions than his namesake and ancestor,
the "Great Liberator" of Ireland. But his political being was much more
complex than this. Many of his views showed an attachment to the feelings
and attitudes of Edmund Burke, the high priest of the late eighteenth
century aristocratic Whigs. Like Burke, he believed that the political, social
and religious traditions of the western world and many of its institutional
forms were the repositories of transcending values. These should not be
hastily set aside, if at all, simply in the name of progress. Nevertheless, in
the tradition of Burke, he could also be reformist and liberal, recognising
that th.e status quo was neither sacrosanct nor immutable. Rather the
values and the institutional forms of past generations should be adapted,
perhaps even transformed on occasion, but ge·nerally only to preserve the
essence of the past to suit changing conditions.

A noted feature of Daniel O'Connell's career was the way he was able
to develop and expand his scholarly activities during his years. at Adelaide.
He came to a Department in the early 1950's which was just beginning to
stir again as a centre of substantial academic pursuits. From the mid 1920's
through. to the end of the Second World War the Law Department itself
had produced virtually nothing of scholarly significance. The chief local
contributions to legal scholarship in this period came from graduates of the
Law School engaged in practice and other activities. The University
authorities had long contented themselves with giving the minimum of
support to the Law School, an attitude which tended to linger on well after
O'Connell arrived in Adelaide, and even after his departure. Despite "'a
lack of support staff and other facilities, compared to those generally
provided elsewhere, O'Connell worked with singlemindednss and
perserverance to produce major books, including his two-volume work on
International Law, as well as many other publications. As his reputation
grew, outside, financial support h.elped to overcome some of the deficiencies
created by a University which was prepared to laud and foster its scientific
endeavours while too often treating other sections of the University as
being of minor consequence. Even with the considerable assistance he
obtained from outside sources it is hard to resist the conclusion that the
quality of some of Daniel O'Connell's work was affected adversely by the
constraints which existed in his basic working environment. Impishly he
once expressed his feeling about University bureaucracy in passages in his
biographical study of Richelieu which can only be appreciated by an "inner
cabinet" of readers.

In retrospect Adelaide provided the "golden years" of Daniel O'Connell's
life and work. Academically these were years of striving, enthusiasm for
ambitious new projects and a burgeoning reputation. Not surprisingly at
times his single minded devotion to causes and activities could carry with
it seeds of dispute and conflict like those he hinted at in his book on
Richelieu. These were years, too, of fresh thinking and new approaches,
particularly in the context of his. evolving attitudes to the development of
International Law. But Adelaide was much more than this. These were
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years of marriage, home-building and the responsibilities which come with
a young and growng family. These were years with mome,nts of relaxation
which would be harder to find in later years. There were films to be seen
an,d discussed, radio columns to write for The Advertiser and talks to be
given to many groups. Most importantly, this was the time for teaching
generations of undergraduates and leaving many with strong and no doubt
continuing influences on their thinking and approaches to the law and life.
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